
name R-Insufficient work 1-Needs Improvement 2-Adequete Work 3-Good Work 4-Excellent

Late class

Going to locker for 
forgotten items when 
bell rings

On time for class, no 
apron on or hands not 
washed

In classroom with apron 
on or hands washed

On time, hands washed, 
apron on.

Improper attire, hair not 
restrained

Must be reminded to put 
on proper attire and hair 
restrained

Must be reminded to put 
on proper attire or hair 
restrained or ear buds 
in/hanging

Remembers to have on 
proper attire and hair 
restrained

Hair restrained, proper 
shoes, attire, ready to 
work/assist others

Does not read 
recipe/undesrtand role 
in group

Has to be prompted to 
read recipe, define role 
in group.

Has some 
understanding of 
recipe/role

Reads recipe, 
understands role, some 
organiizing prior to 
working

Familiar with recipe, 
helps define roles for 
self and others

Disregards instructions, 
ignores lesson

Follows one or two 
instructions

Follows some 
instructions, some 
questions due to 
inadequete planning

Follows most 
intrsuctions Follows all instructions

No Mise en Place, many 
measuring/prep errors

Some mise en place is 
correct with measuring/ 
preparation errors

Mise en place mostly 
completed, with 
prompts, with some 
errors

Mise en place 
completed, some 
prompts

Mise en place 
completed, no 
omissions, errors

Little to no activity, 
distraction to those 
around

Large amounts of 
inactivity, no real 
contribution to group

Some activity with 
prompts, some wasted 
time Mostly on task

Always working looking 
beyond personal duties

Removed or requires 
constant reminders due 
to safety concerns

Regular reminders 
about safety protocol 
required

Demonstrates some 
safe procedures, some 
questionable actions, 
nothing of serious 
concern

Safe use of equipment, 
safe food handling 
procedures

Safe kitchen and food 
safety.regularly 
observed

Constantly requires 
reminding of cleaning 
duties, shirks 
responsibility regularly

Some items dirty/wet, 
work area unclean

Requires reminders 
about cleanliness Work are suitably clean

Work area clean, 
sanitation a constant 
priority

Takes no responsibility 
for self or group, 
disrespects peers,

Plays minimal role 
within group, takes little 
responsibility

Takes some 
responsibility though 
must be delegated each 
time

Respectful of group, 
plays intergal role in 
group success

Respects peers, plays 
intergal role in success 
and delegates/helps 
others/ solves issues

Final product 
inedible/unsafe

Edible but with severe 
flaws in technique 
and/or knowledge 
execution

Not good, but good 
enough.  Some 
knowledge 
demonstrated with 
errors but none of them 
fatal.

Good solid showing.  
Knowledge and skill 
demonstrated with a 
small room for 
improvement

Very good execution.  
Shop worthy.  Execution 
of knowledge and skill 
level is excetional.

Responsibility. Organization. Independent Work. Collaboration  Initiative.  ... Self-Regulation.
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mise en place cooking temp sanitation safety eqpmt use eqpmt care
bake/roast panfry/saute boil/simmer deepfry/shallowfry accurate meas piping
kneading whipped cake folding creamed item puff pastry choux pastry

Final Mark


